FIBER IDENTIFICATION IN PRACTICE
Martha Goodway*

ABSTRACT—Brief case studies of the problems in identification of a wide variety of ethnographic and archaeological fibers are given. The strategy of identification varied with the purpose (choice of treatment, assessment of damage or identification of its cause, or authentication) but most of all with the condition of the fibers. Fibers from ethnographic or archaeological sources tend to be aged, and are sometimes fragmentary or decayed, fossilized or charred. With fibers in such condition, the simpler methods of preparation for microscopic observation were found more successful than the classical biological methods of soaking, clearing and staining.

Not all fibers could be identified. Fur fibers from characteristic areas of the pelt were usually diagnostic as to species as well as to genus. Vegetable fibers were often not morphologically specific to species. Unless “guide elements” were present, or special limitations on species distribution were known, the identification of the genus of a vegetable fiber was often the best that could be done. Instructions for an optical test for flax, and a report form for the observation of fur and wool fibers, are included.

The identification of fibers in archaeological and ethnographic objects in practice is a great deal more difficult than the texts on fiber identification lead one to believe. For example, the solubility tests which are a mainstay of synthetic fiber identification are of no use since archaeological and ethnographic fibers are natural ones. The various chloroiodine stains, Herzberg’s and others which stain cellulose red, violet or blue and ligno-cellulose yellow, seldom act on old and dissiccated fiber unless at nodes or points of fracture. These and many other methods recommended for use with textile fiber identification often give equivocal results when applied to archaeological or ethnographic material.

Experience has shown that complicated and lengthy preparation procedures do not repay the time and effort they require and, more importantly, often fail altogether. Perhaps the single most useful generalization that can be made about archaeological and ethnographic fiber identification is that not all fibers can be identified on the basis of the information we now have. Nevertheless, a surprising number of these fibers can be identified, or at least classified, by microscopical observation and a few simple tests. The following examples may suggest useful approaches in dealing with material of this sort.

In practice, the first step in identification of natural fiber was to classify it by material, whether of animal or vegetable origin. To differentiate between cellulose and protein fiber where this was not obvious, an ash test detected protein by the characteristically nitrogenous odor of burnt hair. If it was not protein then the twist test quickly differentiated right-hand vegetable fibers such as flax and ramie, from the left-hand fibers such as hemp, jute, and most ethnographic fibers. Right-hand fibers were also distinguished from left-hand fibers microscopically, by a method described in the Appendix.

In the twist test, care was taken that only a single fiber was wetted so that the direction it rotated upon drying could be clearly observed. Flax, a right-hand fiber, was used as a comparison standard in these tests so as to establish the direction of rotation. Flax rotated swiftly on drying, but the left-hand fibers were often more subtle. If not repeated several times, the test could be misleading. An example of this occurred in examination of a pulley rope from the sunken warship Tecumseh, in which a red marking thread was found. The naturally colored fibers of the rope consistently gave a slow but distinct left rotation on drying, confirming their microscopical identification as manila hemp. The red-colored fibers, repeatedly wetted and dried, gave contradictory results. When this fiber was also examined microscopically (Figure 1) it was obviously cotton. Cotton, a seed hair, has the form of a collapsed hollow tube. It collapses randomly, with a right-hand twist in one short section followed by a left-hand twist in another; this randomness of twist was faithfully reflected in the contradictory results of the twist test.
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With natural fibers, microscopy was the method of choice for identification because the morphology of these fibers can be distinctive. Unfortunately, the differences in morphology among some species are not always sufficiently distinctive to allow precise identification since nature tends to use the same repertoire of cells in constructing the fibers of different plants.

In mounting a fiber for microscopical observation, care was taken that adventitious material—such as cotton from clothing, or processed wood fibers from tissue—were not embedded with the sample in the preparation. Most fibers from objects already bore a large amount of extraneous material, which was distracting and could be misleading. It was also possible for an entire sample to consist of adventitious material. For example, a long, black animal fiber which had come from a cave being excavated proved to be a bristle from a brush used as a tool in excavation.

It has become customary to use a mounting medium such as Monsanto’s Aroclor 5442, which is permanent and has an index of refraction about a tenth higher than that of natural fibers, whose indices in general are about 1.54 or 1.55, as a convenient method of enhancing contrast at the surface of the fiber. Some degree of contrast is essential so that surface detail becomes visible. These high-index media contain nasal irritants and when heated the vapours should not be inhaled, in addition to observing the rules for the use of PCBs imposed by the Environmental Protection Agency.

The most usual stem or bast fiber encountered was flax. Since linen was in common use before the spread of cotton, its identity is sometimes useful in problems of dating. In one such case a conservator was interested in the date of a repair to the joint of an 18th-century harpsichord stand, where a piece of cloth had been used as a filler. Flax fiber was identified, and the use of linen indicated to him, along with other observations, that he was dealing with an early repair. In another case, the presence of flax was useful in establishing the late date of a Plains Indian ceremonial object.

When fresh, stem fibers were generally more flexible than the fiber from leaves (hard fiber). Most vegetable fiber samples examined were left-handed. Of the commercial stem fibers, only flax and ramie are right-hand fibers. An optical method for determining the direction of the cellulose, whether it is right or left handed, mentioned by Łuniak¹ proved to be particularly useful, in addition to the observation of a fine lumen visible at the center and the cross hatchings called nodes, in identifying flax. See Plates 1-3 and the appendix on the red plate test for details of this method.

Silk from very early objects was usually in excellent condition. It was more recent silk, especially weighted silk of the 19th century, that showed signs of splitting in characteristic green-stick fracture (Figure 2). Silk that appeared in this condition was already recognized by the conservator as brittle, but cracks at the cross-over indentations of silk (Figure 3) were taken as early warning of a brittle condition, so these indications of incipient brittleness were searched for specifically. The cross-over indentations in silk fibers also gave a characteristic silhouette to silk (Figure 4) in addition to its triangular cross section.

It is from such characteristic silhouettes that it was possible to classify fibers, if not always to identify them precisely, when they were charred or fossilized. Once charred, a fiber transmits no light, so only silhouette and size remained to be observed. It became routine to measure the width of every fiber as a check on tentative identifications. This dimension was included in all reports of microscopical observations, however brief.

Fig. 1. Collapsed-tube morphology and random twist characteristic of cotton fiber. 500x, 70° cross polars.

Fig. 2. Partial fractures in silk fiber, indicating brittleness. Green-stick fracture is characteristic of silk. Crossover indentation in lower fiber. 500x, 73° crossed polars.

Fig. 3. Partial fractures at a crossover indentation, an early indication of brittleness in silk. 500x, 71° crossed polars.

Fig. 4. A pair of crossover indentations characteristic of silk. 500x.

Fig. 5. Spiral vessels characteristic of sisal and other agaves. These occurred in *Tula ixtle*. An example of a “guide element.” 200x.

Fig. 6. Stem hairs characteristic of exparto, shown here in cross section. Another example of a “guide element.” 325X.

Fig. 7. Cross section made by hand using a razor blade, with fiber clamped in cork. This example is vicuna, and is only 20 μm thick. 283x. a: end view; b: side view.
If the material was a bast or leaf fiber, but not flax, there was a more difficult problem of identification and not one that could be solved in every case. These fibers could be particularly featureless. In such a case what in English are called "guide elements," from the German "Leitelemente," were searched for. These associated structures, such as parenchymatous cells or so-called baggy cells in tula ixtle, spiral vessels in sisal and some other agaves (Figure 5), stem hairs in esparto (Figure 6), and also crystals, such as oxalate crystals in hemp, were often diagnostic.

Cross-sections adequate for identification were prepared quite successfully without a microtome using equipment no more elaborate than cork, a C-clamp, and a razor blade. In practice a smooth, featureless area of the cork was chosen and the fibers were clamped between two pieces. Thin slices containing the fibers were then carefully shaved off. Sometimes this procedure was made easier if the fibers were glued to the cork first. The mounting medium itself was used as the glue. Hand-sectioning succeeded even with a single fiber of less than 15 μm diameter (Figure 7a and b). In most cases cross sections were not required because the cross section could be inferred by slowly focusing up and down upon the fiber at fairly high powers. This "optical sectioning" was a quicker and much less tedious procedure than cutting cross sections.

In the preparation of vegetable fibers the usual biological methods, such as soaking in order to separate individual cells, were either unnecessarily complicated or actually misleading. The cells from different comparison vegetable fibers tended to look very nearly alike. For example, cells of known specimens of agave resembled those of coir or of cotton. When applied to these separated cells, the red plate test also was not particularly informative. So-called "clearing" of thick vegetable fibers in methyl salicylate did render them more nearly transparent for microscopical observation, and was compatible with the Aroclors, for which methyl salicylate is a solvent.

Ethnographic samples were particularly difficult to identify because the necessary references in fiber atlases were wanting. Comparison material from herbarium samples in the National Herbarium, housed at the Smithsonian, were equally dessicated and as difficult to prepare as ethnographic material. The identification of the species of all but a few of the non-commercial vegetable fibers was not possible from their morphology. Matthews\(^2\) proved to be the single best source of the possibilities to explore. The situation as far as the scaled fibers—wool and furs—were concerned was, however, somewhat better.

The scales on wool or fur fibers were themselves an insufficient basis for identification, but the pattern could be used as confirmation. The scale pattern was best observed directly, using a high-index medium rather than taking a cast of the scales by pressing the hair into a film of dried but still plastic clear nail polish (Figure 8) or some other casting medium, then removing the fiber. The result of attempting a cast of a fiber which was not fresh was usually to pull the scales off the fiber, if not to break it altogether.

Keys for the identification of the fur of animals of specific geographical areas are listed in the appendix on fur and wool fibers. The keys were useful outside their geographical limits for the larger species, which have fewer members but wider ranges. The use of a key suggested that the fur from a single pelt large enough to be used as a saddle pad was from a particularly large marten found in the West, the *Mustela caurina* (Figure 9). This is a marten so uncharacteristically large for its genus that at first an expert on mammals failed to name it as a
possibility. The keys correctly directed attention to the mustelidae, which was confirmed by the expert once he saw the entire pelt. The keys had several limitations. They were usually based upon the longest guard hair, occurring only at the midline of the back. Another limitation was that the underfur of most animals is closely similar. Color was sometimes a clue, but burial tended to stain fibers various shades of brown.

Sometimes when attempting fiber identification it is possible to identify the dye as well. For example, in an early Spanish writing box from Peru pieces of dark blue wool textile were discovered jammed under its lock escutcheon, which was slightly loose. The cloth had been put there apparently to keep the lock from rattling. The wool was very fine. The scales were ashed, using a red-hot dissecting needle on a short length of the blue wool fiber while it was resting on a microscope slide. The scales were separated by this procedure, and quite unexpectedly a blue haze condensed on the cold glass slide (Figure 10). This condensate suggested that the blue dye might be indigo, since indigo sublimes at temperatures above 300°C. As confirmation, another blue fiber was bleached in nitric acid and the resulting orange crystals were identified as isatin by their optical characteristics. The fiber itself (Figure 11) was differentiated from sheep wool by its even pigmentation, faintness of scale pattern, scarcity of medulla, and a round rather than oval cross section, all characteristic of camel hair. It is easy to be misled by current-day criteria of value and utility in projecting the possible identities of a fiber sample. This wool sample came from one of the South American camels, the vicuna, and a material one would not expect to find used in so offhand a way. Also possible are mixtures of fibers, and of later mending materials.

Sometimes microscopical examination revealed insect damage (Figure 12). In other cases the insects were exonerated, such as those blamed for broken fibers lost from Admiral Byrd’s parka. It was thought to have been made from seal skin, but the fiber was not from the seal but from the caribou (Figure 13). Though perishable, because its very thin cortex results in a brittle fiber, it was an excellent choice for a parka because caribou fur is in fact warmer than seal.

Several quite different categories of fiber are barbed. For example, the dandelion is barbed with the barbs alternating on each side of the fiber (Figure 14). It differs from feather fibers, where the barbs are opposite each other. Thus opposing barbs on fibers in a thread described as “mammal yarn” from a tapestry from Spiro Mound, Oklahoma (Figure 15) indicated the use of feathers. Until this sample was examined microscopically, feathers spun into thread had not been identified in Indian textiles east of the Pacific Northwest.3

The most frustrating were samples from excavations in which the fiber appeared intact but whose internal structure had begun to disintegrate. Fibers of this description were excavated in Labrador from a level just above the permafrost. No matter what the magnification, their microstructure could not be brought into focus, and it seemed that the microscope would require a major realignment. When a preparation containing fresh comparison material was observed, however, the fresh material came into sharp focus. Apparently the excavated fibers had decayed to the point where the microstructure had lost its definition so that in effect it was no longer there. Excavated cotton fiber has also been observed whose surface was so distressed that it had an appearance very similar to the surface scales found on wool or fur fibers, except that those of wool or fur would have been more regular in pattern.

These examples demonstrated some of the problems encountered when
Fig. 8. Scale cast using clear nail polish. Photographed without cover slip. 500x.
Fig. 9. Guard hair of Mustela caurina, a large western marten. 283x, 70° crossed polars.

Fig. 10. Condensed indigo, sublimed from ashed fiber of dyed vicuna. 433x.
Fig. 11. South American camel wool (vicuna), bleached of indigo dye in nitric acid. 283x.

Fig. 12. Damage to horsehair by carpet beetles, typical of insect damage. 17x.
attempting the identification of fibers from archeological or ethnographic materials. Even where these fibers eluded precise identification, it was possible to make a general classification and an assessment of their condition which made the effort to identify them worth while.

Fig. 13. A very thin cortex is typical of the fur of the deer family. This example is caribou. 500x.

Fig. 14. Dandelion fiber, with alternating barbs. 500x.

Fig. 15. Feather fibers, with opposing barbs. From thread of tapestry, Spiro Mound, Oklahoma. 500x.

Plate 1: Flax fibers in crossed polarized light. Note vertical fiber which is nearly totally extinguished (dark). 165x, 90° crossed polars.

Plate 2: Red plate test of flax. Note the yellow color of the vertical fiber. 165x, 90° crossed polars, first order red compensator plate in 45° position.

Plate 3: Red plate test of flax. Yellow fiber of Plate 2 rotated 90° to horizontal position. Note blue color. 500x, 90° crossed polars and red plate.
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APPENDIX

THE RED PLATE TEST

LUNIAK, FOLLOWING HERZOG, suggested the possibility that the direction (right- or left-hand) of cellulose could be determined optically using a polarizing microscope.1 Specifically, he states:

For the differentiation of flax and hemp fibres their opposite behaviour in polarized light between crossed Nicol prisms after insertion of a selenite plate Red I in the 45° position may be noted. Flax fibres display addition colours when parallel to the plane of the polarizer, and subtraction colours when at right angles; hemp fibres vice versa. A part of the fibres may be neutral; in general the differences are not so pronounced with hemp fibres. Comparison with known samples is advisable.

In order to put this suggestion into practice it is necessary to have a polarizing microscope with a compensator slot and a first-order, so-called red plate. Actually, the color of the field of view when the polars are crossed and the red plate is inserted in the compensator slot may be more accurately described as magenta. It is more convenient if the microscope, as do most polarizing microscopes, has a rotating stage.

Since bast and leaf fibers are polycrystalline they do not behave optically as neatly and unequivocally as a single crystal, and complete extinction under crossed polars does not occur in these fibers. For this test an individual fiber is more likely to give a definite response than a bundle of fibers, but not all individual fibers are good subjects. Colors under the red plate often cannot be observed when the fiber is in the 45° position which gives maximum brightness under crossed polars alone. To yield diagnostic colors when the red plate is inserted, the fiber should be observed first under crossed polars in a “nearest-to-extinction position” (since they do not extinguish completely) of 0° or 90°; that is, the fiber should be parallel to the optical direction of either the polarizer or analyser. Rather than as an extinction position, this might be described better as the position in which the fiber appears most gray, or darkest.
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The fiber to be identified must be observed first without the red plate in order to locate exactly an area of the fiber most nearly totally extinguished by crossed polars (Plate 1). When the red plate is inserted, areas that were black under crossed polars become either yellow or blue (Plate 2). If the stage, with the slide, is then rotated 90° the other color should appear, blue where it was yellow or yellow where it was blue (Plate 3). The colors depend on the orientation of the polarizer, the analyzer, and the red plate. Therefore each time this test is used, the orientation of the optical elements should be determined by using a comparison standard known to be flax. A left-hand fiber will give the same colors but each in a direction 90° from that or flax or ramie. In some cases the color shift will not be very distinct. That is why locating those areas of the fiber which are darkest under cross polars before the red plate is put in, and using only those areas for identification is so important.
FUR AND WOOL FIBERS

REPORT OF MICROSCOPIC OBSERVATION

Date ___________ 19 ______
Analyst _________________

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

INITIAL CLASSIFICATION

___ fur
___ wool
___ neither ___ protein (ashed) ___ bast ___ cotton ___ synthetic
___ silk ___ linen ___ other seed hair ___ other: ______
___ other cocoon ___ ramie
___ feather ___ leaf

CONDITION OF SAMPLE

___ deteriorated ___ weathered ___ frayed (kempy fibers) ___ root bulb present
___ biological attack (bacterial, fungueal, insect), in form of _________________________
___ accretions ___ dyed ___ other: __________________________________________

TREATMENT OF SAMPLE BEFORE MOUNTING

___ none ___ cross-sectioned: ___ microtome
___ ashed ___ razor, fiber clamped in cork
___ cleaned using ______________________
___ cleared in ______________________

PREPARATION

No __________ mounted in ___ Aroclor 5442 (index of refraction = 1.66)
___ Aroclor 1260: store flat
___ other medium: __________ n = __________

contains ___ guard hair(s) ___ transverse
___ wool, fur hair, underfur ___ cross sections
___ other: ___ quill ___ whisker ___ bristle __________________

MICROSCOPE

Observations made with _______________ microscope, serial no. _______________

Objectives used (Numerical Aperture) Resolution at average λ = 550nm
___ × ( ) ______ um
___ × ( ) ______
___ × ( ) ______
___ dispersion-staining objective

PHOTOMICROGRAPHS

Magnification
Film
Filter
Exposure

OPTICAL CHARACTER under crossed nicols:

- birefringent
- isotropic

Extinction:
- parallel
- complete
- nearly complete
- lack uniform extinction ('polycrystalline')

Interference colors:
- first order
- low first order
- moderate first order
- second order
- third order

LENGTH mm maximum

DIAMETER um maximum, range um to um

Guard hair
- less than 100 um
- 100 to 200um
- more than 200 um

Fur hair, wool, underfur
- less than 40 um
- more than 40 um

COLOR

- single color
- banded
- more than two bands
- banded white near pigmented tip (M)*
- tawny or white, and does not show any considerable increase in diameter beyond midpoint
- black
- white
- brown: light dark reddish tan camel fawn beige

MORPHOLOGY, including observations before prepping

- curly
- crinkly
- wavy
- curly overhair (W), wavy, with guard hair-like tip
- concave on one side (M)
- H-like cross-section at middle (W)
- cylindrical
- taper all the way from base to tip: vibrissae (whiskers; if vibrissae, cross-sections are circular; medullated inconspicuously at base or not at all. Not diagnostic of species or genera)
- no considerable increase in diameter beyond midpoint
- some considerable increase beyond midpoint
- uniform diameter, without appreciable taper (wool)
- roots present
- constrictions in furhair (underhair, wool)

(M: ‘nodes’ and ‘internodes’)

- ends flagged
- distal node (M) distal and enlarged (W)
- distal portion spatulate
- flagellate tip of fur hair (mole, shrew: Wms) see above illustration
- distal end missing/cut (shorn?)

CORTEX
- unpigmented
  - fusi (air spaces)
- pigmented:
  - homogeneous
  - diffuse
  - granules:
    - in cells
    - between cells
    - uniformly distributed

- color:
  - in longitudinal bands
  - greater next to medulla
  - finely striated

MEDULLA
- absent
- simple:
  - broken:

- continuous (H)
  - simple
  - unbroken (W)
- erose
- nodose
- irregular
- lattice (W)
- globular (Wms)
- interrupted
- fragmented
- ladder
- uniseria: (W)
- simple
- discontinuous (H)

Fragmented
- in basal region
- in extreme basal region
Tapers abruptly
- in basal region
- in extreme basal region
Tapers gradually
- in basal region
- in extreme basal region
Cells
- clearly defined
- ill-defined
- separate
- anastomosed
  (interconnecting)
  - ovate
  - elongate
  - flattened
  - globular
  - wide-spaced
  - close-spaced

At maximum diameter:
- two cells across
- more than 4 rows of cells across
- many large, strongly inflated cells
At base
- cells robust, flattened, often joined, making H or U
- cells indistinct, giving impression of flattened cells
- cells separated by pigment masses

MEDULLA/SHAFT DIAMETER RATIO at widest point of shaft
Medulla ____ um maximum + shaft diameter ____ um = ratio.
Guard hair ____ less than 0.4  Wool ____ less than 0.3
____ more than 0.7  ____ more than 0.3

SCALES  ____ coronal  ____ imbricate

CORONAL SCALES (Hausman)

IMBRICATE SCALE MARGINS

IMBRICATE SCALE PATTERNS (Wildman)

Wave Amplitude:

Simple regular wave  Interrupted regular wave  Streaked wave

Wave (medium depth)

Martha Goodway

Mosaic (regular)  Mosaic (irregular)  Mosaic (irregular waved)  Single chevron (V's at top or bottom)  Double chevron (V's at top and bottom of waves)

___ chevron: ___ single ___ double

___ petal: ___ regular ___ irregular

Irregular petal  Diamond petal  Narrow diamond petal

___ ovate ___ acute ___ elongate

___ rounded acuminate

___ pectinate (comb-like): ___ coarse ___ lanceolate

___ change in scale pattern along the length of the fiber

___ transitional/intermediate patterns present

Coarse pectinate  Lanceolate

SCALE SPACING

____ Close.

____ Distant.

____ Near.

Scale indices may be applied only when hairs of the same diameter are being compared. The indices may be of some taxonomic importance but are so variable that this is yet to be fully established. The indices stated in the text are averages taken over a distance of 400 microns along the margin of the optical section (Brown).

SCALE RATIO
Number of scales (rows) ____ per 100um length

SCALE INDEX (SI)

\[ F = \text{number of scales/400um: } ____ \]
\[ D = ____ \text{ um } ____ \text{ at midshaft of guard hair} \]
\[ ____ \text{ in basal half of wool, underhair} \]

\[ SI = \frac{F}{D} = ____ \]

Guard hair at midpoint ____ more than 0.3
____ less than 0.2

Wool, furhair in basal half, at widths of:

50um 35um 30um 25um
____ about 0.5 ____ under 0.9 ____ under 1.0 ____ over 1.0
____ about 1.0 ____ over 0.9 ____ over 1.0 ____ 1.0 or less

*(Initials in parentheses refer to bibliography on page 6.)*
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